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I. The Normalized Gain \(<g>\)

A. Definition of “Normalized Gain”*

Average normalized gain \(<g>\) for a course as the ratio of the actual average gain \(<G>\) to the maximum possible average gain, i.e.,

\[
<g> = \frac{\%<G>}{\%<G>_{\text{max}}}
\]

\[
= \frac{(\%<\text{post}> - \%<\text{pre}>)}{(100\% - \%<\text{pre}>)}.
\]

B. Experimental Justification of $g$ as a Comparative Measure of Course Effectiveness

a. The correlation of the average normalized $g$ with $\%<\text{pre}>$ for the 62 survey courses of my survey is a very low $+0.02$.

b. In contrast, the average posttest score $\%<\text{post}>$ and the average actual gain $\%<G>$ are less suitable for comparing course effectiveness over diverse groups since the correlation of:

\[
\%<\text{post}> \text{ with } \%<\text{pre}> \text{ is } +0.55, \text{ and} \\
\%<G> \text{ with } \%<\text{pre}> \text{ is } -0.49,
\]

as is reasonable. Note that in the absence of instruction, a high positive correlation of $\%<\text{post}>$ with $\%<\text{pre}>$ would be expected.
II. Actual Gain vs Pretest Scores for 62 Introductory Physics Courses

62 courses (N = 6542)

48 IE (N = 4458): \(<g>\) (48 IE) = 0.48 ± 0.14sd

14 T (N = 2084): \(<g>\) (14 T) = 0.23 ± 0.04sd

\(<g>\) (IE) is over twice that of \(<g>\) (T) and differs by almost 2 sd's of sd(IE)
III. Pretest Scores and Hypothesized $g$’s for Indiana University Premed Graduates of High-School Physics (HSP) Courses

For the Indiana University "pre-med" courses


1994 Spring:  
  a. $\%_{\text{pre}}(43 \text{ no HSP}) = 32\%$
  b. $\%_{\text{pre}}(123 \text{ HSP}) = 42\%$
  $g$(hypothesized*) = $g_h = \frac{(42\% - 32\%)}{(100\% - 32\%)} = 0.15$

1995 Spring:  
  a. $\%_{\text{pre}}(45 \text{ no HSP}) = 37\%$
  b. $\%_{\text{pre}}(164 \text{ HSP}) = 43\%$
  $g$(hypothesized*) = $g_h = \frac{(43\% - 37\%)}{(100\% - 37\%)} = 0.10$

* We assume that the "b" group graduates of HSP, before they took HSP, would have averaged about the same as the "a" group.
IV. Hypothesized Actual Gain vs Pretest Scores (RED CIRCLES •) for Indiana University Premed Graduates of High-School Physics (HSP) Courses
A. Indiana Univ. premeds who are graduates of HSP achieved \textit{hypothesized} \langle g \rangle 's for their HSP courses that are even lower (\langle g_h \rangle = 0.15, 0.10) than the average \langle g \rangle (14 T) = 0.23 \pm 0.04 \text{sd} for 14 the traditional courses of the survey. (It might be worthwhile to examine “hypothesized \langle g \rangle ’s” (\langle g_h \rangle ’s) at other universities.)

B. Low \langle g_h \rangle ’s may reflect:

1. A rapid decrease in \langle g \rangle in the years following HSP, as might be expected if only incoherent and loosely related bits of physics understanding had been acquired,

2. A low \langle g \rangle even directly after HSP, or

3. Some combination of "1" and "2".

C. In any case, the results suggest the ineffectiveness of HSP to promote conceptual understanding and the need for improved physics education of teachers in interactive-engagement (IE) rather than traditional (T) classes. Teachers need IE rather than T courses because they:
   (a) "tend to teach the way they were taught,"
   (b) should understand physics concepts.
V. **Other Evidence of the Need for Improved Physics Education of Teachers - TIMSS**


The major difference mentioned in the reports is that the U.S. curricular materials are *a mile wide and an inch deep*. By this is meant that the curricula in the U.S. present many topics, but no subject is covered in any depth and there is very little difference in the emphasis between subjects.

Because the study was able to look at students in both 7th and 8th grades, it was possible to see if there are any gains in subject matter competency between these grades. In several countries, students showed gains in some subjects, mostly those that had been covered in some depth in their schools. *In the U.S., by contrast, no subjects showed a gain in knowledge and skill.*

..(in my opinion TIMSS tells us that) . . . we are not generally giving students an understanding of physics which supports generalization and manipulation of concepts in new contexts. . . . . . . *A large fraction of existing high school teachers will soon be retiring; the physics community has a great opportunity.* (My italics.)

“In the study…..(the 12th grade portion)….. U.S. students tied for last place in Physics and scored almost as low in advanced mathematics…….The explanation ……. may not be that our students are getting so little of the physics they take, but rather that they are taking so little in the first place…….the TIMMS study pitted U.S. students against those with twice as much physics study under their belts……. The U.S. still stands out among its industrial partners as exposing a smaller proportion of students to physics in secondary school and encouraging even fewer to attempt a more intensive study of the subject. *The notion put forth by the TIMSS researchers that the syllabi for our courses tend to be ‘a mile wide and an inch deep’ seem to have a good deal of merit.*” (My italics.)
C. **NRC, Global Perspectives for Local Action: Using TIMSS to Improve U.S. Mathematics and Science Education** (National Academy Press, 1999):

“U.S. students’ worst showing was in population 3……..(final year of secondary School……corresponding to U.S. high school seniors)…….In the assessment of general mathematics and science knowledge, U.S. high school seniors scored near the bottom of the participating nations. In the assessments of advanced mathematics and physics given to a subset of students who had studied those topics, no nations had significantly lower mean scores than the United States. *The TIMSS results indicate that a considerably smaller percentage of U.S. students meet high performance standards than do students in other countries.*” (My italics.)

“If the public debate about the meaning of these results is conducted only between the doomsayers and the ‘Don’t worry, be happy’ crowd, we will all miss an opportunity to benefit from the important lessons of TIMSS, which are found not in the comparative ranking of the countries but in the extraordinary sub-studies that accompany the administration of the tests…….

The first study focusing on textbooks, strongly suggests that, in the absence of clear agreements about what students are supposed to know and be able to do at each grade or cluster of grades, our textbooks err on the side of inclusiveness, treating a large number of topics superficially rather than a handful of topics in depth…….

The second study examines videotaped classrooms in Germany, Japan, and the U.S., and this is enormously instructive in what it reveals about the focus on pedagogy in the three countries. Simply put, the American lessons, especially when contrasted with Japanese classrooms, focus much more on procedures and skills, and much less on concepts, deductive reasoning, and understanding.

Finally, there are detailed case studies of the same three countries…..(showing, for One thing)……. that we track much earlier than either Germany or Japan…”

(My italics.)

*TERC - Technical Education Research Center <http://www.terc.edu>.*
VI. The Solution - A Curriculum S?

“From the ….. Second Ann Arbor Conference, November 1962 - came a succinct and memorable recommendation: that two kinds of curricula for physics majors be developed (to meet the needs of two kinds of students). These were named Curriculum R and Curriculum S. Curriculum R (for Research) was the then-current (and still dominant) undergraduate curriculum, whose principal aim is to prepare students for graduate study in physics. Curriculum S (for synthesis) was to serve students who wanted to study physics as background for something other than physics research: business, law, medicine, teaching, some other scientific study, or just informed citizenship.

What has happened? Sad to say, nothing. Curriculum R was already strong and is still strong. Curriculum S did not exist then and it does not exits now (in the first approximation). The accompanying figure shows the present situation, metaphorically.
Curriculum R is an austere four-story building, taller than it is wide……. Next door is the Curriculum S desert, containing only a few scattered blossoms……..another curriculum has come into being…..Curriculum T (for terminal) ….. (with) courses on astronomy, arms control, solar energy, conceptual physics, physics of music, physics and sports, high-fidelity sound, and on and on……It is time to look again at Curriculum S………we need a physics major program suitable for (and attractive to) some of the teachers of the next generation - not just high-school physics teachers, but elementary and middle school teachers as well.” (My italics, underlining, bold, and color.) *
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